Friday 12 December 1969 
New York City, Jimi’s apartment, 59 West 12th Street, Greenwich Village, New York, U.S.A. 
Interview by Sue Clark ( a contributor to Rolling Stone magazine). This is the part published in ‘The Superstars: In Their Own, Words’ by Sue Clark. (Photos by Douglas Hall) plus an extra paragraph printed by Tony Brown in Jimpress (in italics). Michael Fairchild also published a transcript which he claims is from this date and would appear to be a previously unpublished [?] part of this. The original  tape (70 minutes! long) supposedly still exists:

“Music is a safe type of high. It’s more the way it’s supposed to be. That’s where highness came, I guess, from anyway, it’s nothing but rhythm and motion... 

Rock is so much fun. You can do that. You just lay out there and just jam. That’s what it’s all about — filling up the chest cavities and the empty kneecaps and the elbows!”… 

I don't like to be misunderstood by anything or anybody. So if I want to wear a red bandana and turquoise slacks and if I want my hair down to my ankles, well, that's me. They don't know what's running through my blood. Shit, I'm representing everything as far as I'm concerned… 

Black Gold [See Jimi’s various pieces on ‘Black Gold’]

Three or four different worlds went by within the wink of an eye. Things were happening. There was this cat came around called Black Gold. And there was this other cat came around called Captain Coconut. Other people came around. I was all these people. And finally when I went back home, all of a sudden I found myself bein' a little West Coast 
Seattle boy—for a second. Then all of a sudden when you're back on the road again, there he goes, he starts goin' back. That's my life until somethin' else comes about.                                 

On his art (music)

There are a lot of things you have to sacrifice. It all depends on how deep you want to get into whatever your gig is. Whatever you're there for. So like the deeper you get into it the more sacrifices you have to do, maybe even on your personality or your outward this and that. I just dedicate my whole life to this whole art. You have to forget about what
other people say. If it's art or anything else, whatever you really, really dig doing, you have to forget about what people say about you sometimes. Forget about this or forget about that. When you're supposed to die or when you're supposed to be living. You have to forget about all these things. You have to go on and be crazy. That's what they call craziness. Craziness is like heaven. Once you reach that point of where you don't give a damn about what everybody else is sayin', you're goin' toward heaven. The more you get into it, they're goin' to say, "Damn, that cat's really flipped out. Oh, he's gone now."
But if you producin' and creating, you know, you're gettin' closer to your own heaven. That's what man's trying to get to, anyway.               
What's happening is, you, we, we have all these different senses. We've got eyes, nose, you know, hearing, taste and feeling and so forth. Well, there's a sixth sense that's comin' in. Everybody has their own name for it, but I call it Free Soul. And that's more into that mental kind of thing. That's why everything is beyond the eyes now. The eyes only
carry you so far out. You have to know how to develop other things that will carry you further and more clear. That's why the fastest speed . . . what's the fastest speed you can think of? They say the speed of light is the fastest thing—that's the eyes—but then there's the speed of thought which is beyond that. You can get on the other side of this theme in a matter of thinking about it, for instance. Sometimes you might be by yourself writing some- 
thing. And you come across some words and you just lay back and dig the words and see how that makes you feel. And you might take it at practice or rehearsal or something like that, and get together with it there, in music—see how the music feels. Or either sometimes you might be jamming—when, I mean you, I mean the group—the group is jamming or something, and then you might run across something really nice. And then you keep runnin' across that, then you start shoutin' out anything that comes to your mind, you know, whatever the music turns you on to. If it's heavy music, you start singin' things. 
Once you have the bottom there you can go anywhere. That's the way I believe. Once you have some type of rhythm, like it can get hypnotic if you keep repeating it over and over again. Most of the people will fall off by about a minute of repeating. You do that say for three or four or even five minutes if you can stand it, and then it releases a certain thing 
inside of a person's head. It releases a certain thing in there so you can put anything you want right inside that, you know. So you do that for a minute and all of a sudden you can bring the rhythm down a little bit and then you say what you want to say right into that little gap. It's somethin' to ride with, you know. You have to ride with something. I always like to take people on trips. 
That's why music is magic. Already this idea of living today is magic. There's a lot of sacrifices to make. I'm workin' on music to be completely, utterly a magic science, where it's all pure positive. It can't work if it's not positive. The more doubts and negatives you knock out of anything, the heavier it gets and the clearer it gets. And the deeper it gets into whoever's around it. It gets contagious. 
Bach and all those cats, they went back in there, and they had caught a whole lot of hell. All they could do was get twenty-seven kids and then dust away. Because the way the society was they didn't respect this. They didn't know how to, say, "Well, yeah, he's heavy. We'll go to his concerts. We'll dig him on the personal thing." But like, see, you're not supposed to judge a musician or composer or singer on his personal life. Forget about that. I like Handel and Bach. Handel and Bach is like a homework type of thing. You can't hear it with friends all the time. You have to hear some things by yourself. You can listen to anything that turns you on, that takes you for a ride. 
People want to be taken somewhere, I wish they'd had electric guitars in cotton fields back in the good old days. A whole lot of things would have been straightened out. Not just only for the black and white, but I mean for the cause! 

America divided, a new anthem [See Jimi’s piece “Different States of America”]

They keep sayin' things are changing. Ain't nothing changed. Things are going through changes, that's what it is. It's not changes, it's going through changes.
That's the way evolution happens. You have little bumps here. That's why you have the number seven after six. You have six smooth and all of a sudden a little bump. There's gonna be sacrifices. You get a lot of Black Panthers in jail, a lot of—what do you call that war thing?—the moratorium. A lot of those people who are goin' to get screwed up, for instance here and there. But the whole idea, the whole movement is for everybody to appreciate. It's not only for young people to get it together by the time they're thirty. It's for anybody who's livin' to really appreciate. 
It's just like a spaceship. If a spaceship came down, if you know nothin' about it, the first thing you're goin' to think about is shootin' it. In other words you get negative in the first place already, which is not really the natural way of thinking. But there's so many tight-lipped ideas and laws around, and people put themselves in uniform so tightly, that it's almost impossible to break out of that.
Subconsciously what all these people are doing, they're killin' off all these little flashes they have. Like if I told you about a certain dream that was all freaked out, and you'll say, "Oh, wow, you know, where is this at?" That's because you're cuttin' off the idea of wantin' to understand what's in there. You don't have the patience to get into this, and old folks, they think they don't have the patience to do this. They don't have the patience to really check out what's happening through music and what's happening through the theater and science. 
It's time for a new national anthem. America is divided into two definite divisions. And this is good for one reason because like somethin' has to happen or else you can just keep on bein' dragged along with the program, which is based upon the past and is always dusty. And the grooviest part about it is not all this old-time thing that you can cop out with. The easy thing to cop out with is sayin' black and white. That's the easiest thing. You can see a black person. But now to get down to the nitty-gritty, it's gettin' to be old and young—not the age, but the way of thinking. Old and new, actually. Not old and young. Old and new because there's so many even older people that took half their lives to reach a certain point that little kids understand now. They don't really get a chance to express themselves. So therefore they grab on to what is happening- That's why you had a lot of people at Woodstock. You can say all the bad things, but why keep elaboratin'? You have to go to the whole balls of it. That's all you can hold on to, in the arts, which is the actual earth, the actual soul of earth. Like writing and sayin' what you think. Gettin' into your own little thing. Doin' this and doin' that. As long as you're off your ass and on your feet some kind of way. Out of the bed and into the street, you know, blah-blah, woof-woof1-crackle-crackle—we can tapdance to that, can't we? That's old hat.
We was in America. We was in America. The stuff was over and starting again. You know, like after death is the end and the beginning. And it's time for another anthem and that's what I'm writin' on now…

1Tony Garland (Jimi’s 1st PR): “He used to have a lot of private jokes. He’d tell a story and make people believe it. Then he’d say ‘Woof, woof’ – to let people know he was lying. That was called ‘selling a Woof ticket’ to someone.”

Band of Gypsys

They can get it together if they want to. The whole world is their front porch,  Musically we try to keep it together. That's why we have to change. That's why personnels in groups always change all the time. 'Cause they're always    constantly searching for that certain little thing. The fact of callin' it Gypsies means it could even expand on personnel or so forth and so on. And it's just goin' to be layin' down what we see today. How we see things today. It's no big problem. We have one song in there called "Earth Blues Today." It's nothin' but electronic blues. Electric blues and rock. It's all bottom. It's all rhythm. We're working on our voices. Buddy is gettin' all the voices together where that will be another instrument.
We would like to plan a tour. We'd like to be on the major festivals. We'll play anywhere where we know it's gonna make some kind of penetration or some kind of impact. Anywhere! We can play at the Whiskey, and then we'll play at the Hollywood Bowl. We'll play at all the funky clubs. I mean, we could. We’re gearin' ourselves so we could play anywhere... I might not even be there all the time. Buddy might not even be there all the time, but the core, the who\e, the child will be there! 
It’s nice to try to make yourself into a school. That's what I’d Iike to get into so I won't be tied down and nobody else will be tied down, because I hate to hang anybody up in any kind of way. That’s why everybody will be recognized in anything we get together. You have to go on the cause of it; you can't flash on it.
The sun's going to give you anything and everything you want. The rest is up to you to just go on and dig it.
I’m tired of people usin’ the word "love" so much, though. You can mess up a good theme like that. I don't know, we can go on and on and on.
What is perfect? Perfect is death. lt's a physical death. Termination. 
This is one thing. A lot of people is askin' about why is bright colors come along with rock. I mean is this part of it? It's not hiding. A Iot of peope say, "Oh' there goes a person with a poster. You know, he’s wearin' different posters on his face." You say, “Well, damn, dig it, man, you know somebody’s got to be the clown." whlch is a magician, for instance. Somebody's got to be this and that. And like, the bright colors, they're always goin' to be there with our music. And sometimes they (the fashion industry) don't want to admit it, but that's what happened. The young is overtaking. When I mean young is today. Natural thoughts. Just lettin' 'em flow freely…

Crosby, Stills and Nash

I've seen Crosby, Stills and Nash burnin' ass. They're groovy. Yeah. Western sky music. All delicate and ding-ding-ding-ding.

Otis Redding

I almost cry sometimes when I hear Otis's [Redding] stuff. Stuff like that make you actually laugh - not laugh from 'Oh, look at that, ha-ha-ha-ha!' But that real good feeling, and then you get lumps in your throat, and shit. Yeah, that's when the stuff is popping. And if they keep on going, I know I be embarrassed 'cos I know I'm going to cry. I say, 'Oh, no, I got to get out of here!' But they be kicking. That's American, that's American, that scene. Once that's respected, that's what's going to pull America out. The music and the arts, blah-blah,
woof-woof1…

1Tony Garland (Jimi’s 1st PR): “He used to have a lot of private jokes. He’d tell a story and make people believe it. Then he’d say ‘Woof, woof’ – to let people know he was lying. That was called ‘selling a Woof ticket’ to someone.”

The Impressions

I like the Impressions. I like that touch; I like that flavour; that type of music. It's like an enchanted thing if it's done properly. You see, everybody has their own way of saying things, but The Impressions have been on the right track. They did a thing called 'Keep On Pushing.' They did some really old songs back in there. They're some people that need to be really, really respected. See, these are classical composers. I don't care what their music sounds like today, because today, as things are happening at that particular time, the people that's in that particular time don't really know the value of it until it dies off.
But now people really have to start learning the value of things as they're living today…

On song writing (Axis)

"Up from the Skies." Yeah, well, like people layin' up in gray buildings and so forth is dusted away. And people run around shoutin', "Oh, love the world, love the world!" you know. We love everybody! Eatin' rodent seeds and so forth. I don't know. You know, even when you go into people's houses, people must respect other people's ideas. Long as it's not hurting anybody. That's all I can say. And they must respect the time sequence. The president once said, "Listen, when it's time for a change, by all means you put that thing in operation." Like why keep livin' in the old, in the past? These buildings ain't goin' to be here for all that long, so why be like that.
It just says, man, let them go on and screw up theirs, just as long as they don't
mess with me. Quite naturally, you try to help people out here and there if they can appreciate it in different ways than other people could see it. So then you write it in a song. It could represent anything. I like to write songs like "Castles Are Made of Sand," personally. When it comes to the ballads, the ballads I really like to get together. That's what I dig….

On girls

I see nothing but gypsy people on the road. And gypsy is America today, the new and the live America. You say, "Why do you call yourself that? Why don't you get a strong name?" Forget about . . . we have to relate. You have to give 'em a name that
they know, you know. So like "Little Wing" is like one of these beautiful girls that come around some- times. They might be spaced. They might be, you know—kind of strung out on a certain this or that. You know, everybody has a right to their own releases or their own beliefs, if they want to believe that a star is purple or whatever.
And like these girls, which is one girl to me, it's like "The Wind Cries Mary" is representing more than one person. And like she's the one that really comes around. Put it in another picture. You ride in town; the war happens. You ride in town for the drinks and parties and so forth. You play your gig; it's the same thing as the olden days. And these beautiful girls come around and really entertain you. You do actually fall in love with them because that's the only love you can have. It's not always based on the physical thing of "Oh, there's one right over there. Let's get her (plah-plah-plah-plop)!" You know, it's not one of those scenes.' They actually tell you something. They release different things inside themselves, and then you feel to yourself, "Damn, there's really a responsibility to some of these girls, you know, because like they're the ones that are gonna get screwed." There's a lot of discrimination on women today, anyway. But just don't let 'em have too much, because some of 'em will go crazy (laughs)! "Little Wing" was a very sweet girl that came around that gave me her whole life and more if I wanted it. And me with my crazy ass couldn't get it together, so I'm off here and there and off over there…

On compliments

I hate for little kids to come flashin' on me sayin', "Oh, wow! You played great tonight!" knowin’ all the time you played bad. That's because they're flashin' on me. That's too much burden on me. I'm just like them. Forget about names as long as the whole stuff is constantly moving toward gettin' things together sometimes. That's just my own little hang-up, though….

On recording

On a record we might emphasize a certain point or a certain passage or something. Might have the drums or the guitar swing around to the other side with the echo goin' the opposite way. Some people say this is gimmicks. We don't need that. We don't do it in person. In person we play it maybe a different way. So for the record's benefit we just try to take you somewhere far as the record can go. It does call for a switch in this and that and makin' that sound like it's coming up and down and so forth, just to emphasize the song. 
In records you can do almost anything you want. But then in person, like with the three-piece or four-piece, you know, with a small group, you're not actually tryin' to get that same sound, because that's been had on a record. You can leave the concert and go home and play the record if you want to hear it just like that. We give you another side of it. We play outside . . . that's another side of it 'cause the air does something to the sounds . . . and then you can just go on and jam with it. I don't know, it's better playin' in person for, I guess, anybody. 'Cause you can just raise hell if you want to…

On concert venues

It's fun to play at little funky clubs, because that's like a workhouse. It's nice to sweat. I remember we used to play sometimes… even the amplifiers and guitars actually were sweating, everything is sweating. It seemed like the more it got sweaty, the funkier it got and the groovier. Everybody melted together, I guess! And the sound was kickin’ 'em all in the chest. I dig that! Water and electricity! 
Far as I like, I like after hour jams, like in a small places, like at a club or something. Then you get another feeling and you get off in another way, you know, with all those people there, you know? You get another feeling and then you mix it in with something else that you get. I don't know. I get more of a dreamier thing from the audience, you know, it's more of a thing that you go off into. You know, you get into such a pitch sometimes that you go off into another thing and, you don't forget about the audience, but you forget about all the paranoia that, you know, you said, ”Oh gosh, I'm on stage , what are we gonna do now?” Then you go off into this other thing. Then it turns out to be like, almost like a play, only in certain ways though, you know, you have to look at it in different ways for instance.
That's what being a musician's about… is just playing. Playing anywhere. That's why we can play Madison Square Garden and come down and play at the Experience, then go back over and play the Whiskey and then play Hollywood Bowl. See, once they get all those ideas about what building is which, they're sayin’, ”Oh, they'll play down there, it must not be very good because they're not known to play there!” That's silly. It's fun anyway to me. It's groovy that we get paid. All the kids have to remember is regardless of where you're going, just check it out. You've gone there to hear the music. It's
terrible to have to rely on the Madison Square Garden all the time, 'Cause those places are not for real good rock music. Then you have to go to the small clubs and get your ears blasted away. I think that they should make special buildings, like they make special buildings for restaurants and hotels. They should make special building tor loud, or whatever you want to call it, electronic rock music. …
[middle paragraph (italics) inserted by Tony Brown in Jimpress, supposedly transcribed from the original tape. Tony had unparalleled access to many people with manuscripts tapes etc connected to Jimi, but unfortunately didn’t document his sources too well]

On police violence

In American riots you see these masochist kids. Some of 'em will say, "Well, we don't have nothing else to live for anyway. This is our scene now.” They go in there with no shelter, no anything. They get beat. I mean you can see, you see how desperate the whole case must be if a kid's goin' to go out there and get his head busted open. Without no protection. Just gettin' things together. But the you look over in Japan. Now these students got it together and you must put this in the book, 'cause I'm tired of seein' Americans get their heads split 
open for no reason at all. The kids in Japan, they buy helmets, they got their little squadrons. The pink helmets for the left side, and they go in wedges like this. They got all their stuff together. They’ve got their shields. They're wearin' steel supports – protection. You have to have all these things if you're goin' to go up there; you might as well make it together. Just go on and do it together. I'd like to see these American kids with helmets on and big giant Roman shields and then do their thing! Really together. America. That music is goin' to tell ‘em anything they want to know, really…

Concert venues again

Woodstock was groovy and all that, but anybody can get a field and put a lot of kids in there and put band after band on. I don't particularly like the idea of groups after groups. It all starts merging together. They didn't give a damn about the sound
equipment. The people way out there that couldn't hear nothing. So when you do festivals you're either going to have to have more days or offer them more things besides music. You know, you should have little booths where they can buy this and that, where the Indians can come in and sell their jewelry. A little circus here and there.
It's very hard sometimes. If you look out there and see ... if there's about two hundred people in front of you, you know good and well that those people way out there are not going to hear anything. Unless we're down at the [Hollywood] Bowl. I had a lot
of fun at that Denver, Colorado, place. We played out there at Red Rocks. That was groovy. That was nice. 'Cause people are on top of you there, or at least they can hear something. That's where it should be, natural-theater-type things….

It's like the money thing of it. Everybody wants to get on the bandwagon. They don't give a damn about those kids out there. If it rains, well, it rains. If it does this, well, it does this. The way I could see a festival is have a little circus thing over there, have a little tent area, where you have tents you could rent out to folks or whatever. You have music goin' on at certain times, and then you show films at certain times. You have dances and arts and
maybe even a play. Yeah, exhibits and so forth. 
This summer's goin' to do that about twice as big. Three times. I bet they're going to have more than a million at least at one or two of those festivals this summer. Like I say, as long as it's done up for the idea of enjoyin' and pickin' up on good vibes. Monterey was great. It was a predominantly music festival done up the way it's supposed to be done up.
That's our start in America. I didn't know too much about festivals and all that, except I used to go down there at jazz festivals. Beyond that, it was great. I was scared to go up there and play in front of all those people outside. Everything was perfect. In other words, I was scared at that almost. I said, "Wow! Everything's together! What am I gonna do?"…

On Audiences

You really want to turn those people on. It's just like a feeling of really deep concern. You get very intense. That's the way I look at it. That's natural for me. Once you hit the first note, or once the first thing goes down, then it's all right. Let's get to those people's butts! That's what I want. We used to say a thing like, "If you don't have no blues with you, we'll make some to take home." That's goin' to be our theme. Not sad blues, you
know; blues today…

Michael Fairchilds? Transcript of a previously unpublished part of this interview (allegedly) [see Jimi’s handwritten piece: “The Terra Revolution And Venus” - this is really a precis of it]:

Someday we're going to go to the Moon and find a whole big cavern carved out…That's part of man's ego, to be busted, don't you understand?…All they had to do is follow the vibes, just be groovy and go on and do their thing – build this, you know – but No-o-o-o, they want to monkey around here, and monkey around there. There was a planet - how many planets are in the solar system? Nine. Now, there used to be ten, but then there's a whole asteroid belt that's messed up now - right? If you put together, it might be the size approximately of Earth. So you can imagine some people over there messin' with even their own home, like we are doing now – mess up the air, digging this out here, hacking that up, living on the side of volcanoes and so forth. I believe there was a whole planet there, people that was so lost that they even put rockets on the side of their planet – 'Let's change orbits! Let me get warm!' – and blew the whole thing, because it wasn't happening for them.

